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In this chapter the tangent field A(x, y) of Van der Corput differential 
systems is decomposed into certain component vectors the unique properties 
of which afford a basis for analyzing the systems. The decomposition is 
effected by repeated application of the recurrence relation presented in 
Section 2.4. Notationally the decomposed tangent field is represented by 
(2.1.1) A(x, y)=P'(x, y)+Q'(x, y)+R'(x, y)+T'(x, y) 
where the four component vectors are defined in Section 2.6. The vector 
P'(x, y) has a relatively simple form in that it is free from the oscillations 
of the exponentials. "When y denotes a solution of the corresponding 
differential system the vector T'(x, y) vanishes. 
By means of (1) a solution y(x) of the differential system may be written 
in the form 
~ . z ~ 
(2.1.2) y(x)= f P'(t,y(t))dt+T+ f Q'(t,y(t))dt+ f R'(t,y(t))dt 
z0 or oo "'oor oo 
where the lower limit is taken to be oo if the corresponding integral 
exists otherwise x0 , and where r denotes a suitably chosen constant 
depending on the choice of the solution y and the integration limits. 
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The last two integrals in (2) are incorporated in an error term and 
Sections 2. 7 and 2.8 formulate conditions useful for estimating their 
respective upper bounds. 
2.2 Indexing sets 
Let d,.("= l, ... , k) denote non-empty finite sets the members of 
which are referred to by Greek letters £X, {J, y, . .. and which in tum 
denotes sets of the form 
referred to as quadlets. Here "• called the index of £X and written ind £X, 
indicates that £X Ed,., [1X] is a complex number, £X1 and !-dimensional 
vector 
with integer coordinates, and iX" an m-dimensional non-vanishing vector 
with non-negative integer coordinates. 
Let the unions of the sets d,.("= l, ... , k) be denoted by d. These 
sets d" and d are called indexing sets. 
By a suitable choice of indexing sets each Van der Corput system can 
be written in the form 
(2.2.1) y~=A,.(x, y) = L [1X] g<X"(x, y) ei<X'f<x.ul, 
IX Ed" 
(')(,=1, ... , k) 
to which the vector form y' = A(x, y) will hereafter refer. The sum I is 
extended over all quadlets £X belonging to the indexing set d,.. 
2.3 Recurrence sets 
From a given indexing set d we construct in this section new . sets 
denoted by A and referred ~o as recurrence sets. It will be seen that corre-
sponding to each such recurrence set A there is a unique decomposition 
of the tangent field of the associated differential system (2.2.1). 
To this end we first consider the N-tuples (referred to as tuples if the 
dimension N varies or is not specified) a= (1X1, ..• , iXN) (N~ 1) whose 
components iXJ (j = l, ... , N) are elements of a given indexing , set d. 
Corresponding to each such N-tuple the entities ind a, a', a" are defined 
as follows: ind a= ind iXl (where ind £X1 denotes the index of the quadlet 
1X1); a'=1X1'+ •. . +iXN'; and a"=1X1"+ •. . +iXN"· 
An N-tuple a= (1X1, .•. , iXN) is ca}led an admissible N-tuple if .N = l or 
if N~2 and 
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If a=(cX!, ... , cXN) denotes an admissible N-tuple and b=(cX!, ... , cXN-1) 
then we say that a succeeds b and denote this notationally by a sue b. 
If c=(cXl, ... , eXT) (T~N) we say that a is greater than or equal to c 
and write a~ c. 
For each admissible N-tuple N is said to be its generation number 
and the set of tuples with the same generation number N is said to comprise 
the Nth generation of admissible tuples. . 
Corresponding to each admissible N-tuple a= (cXb ... , cXN) we define 
two complex numbers denoted respectively by [a] and a! as follows. 
Definition: 
(2.3.I) whenever N =I , 
whenever N > I; 
here b denotes the tuple such that a sue b. We observe that [a] is uniquely 
defined by a: Indeed if N =I note that a unique complex number [eX] 
exists for each eX Ed. If N> I note that a sue b uniquely defines b as 
a function of a and also implies that b'u#O. 
Definition: 
(2.3.2) 
If b~a so that b=(cXb .•. , cXN+T) (T~O) then 
(2.3.3) b! t =((eX!, ... , cXN+l)] ... [(cXl, ... , cXN+T)]. 
a. 
The expression (3) is used even in instances where a!= 0. 
Finally we arrive at the definition of a recurrence set. 
Definition: Corresponding to each indexing set d a finite set A. 
of admissible tuples is a recurrence set if 
(2.3.4) 
and if A. contains a subset denoted by A.O such that 
(2.3.6) (a E A.O and b sue a)==>-b EA., 
The set AO is called the interior of A. and the set A -Ao, denoted by 
bA, is called the boundary of A.. 
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2.4 The recurrence relation 
For each real differentiable vector function y and each admissible 
N-tuple a= (ex~, ... , cxN) with inner product a'u+ 0 we have the identity 
ga" eia'l = - (a'u)-1 ga" eia't L (a' v,.) A,. 
) 
' k 
(2.4.1) "= 1 
-i(a' u)-1 ga" fx eia't -(a' u)-1 ga" eia'l .. t (a' v,.) (y~ -A,.). 
Notice that the last term in (1) vanishes when y denotes a solution of 
the differential system under consideration. 
To facilitate rewriting identity (1) in briefer form and to emphasize its 
recursive properties we introduce two functions H and J. 
Let the function H be defined with domain the set of admissible N-tuples 
a by 
(2.4.2) 
and the function J with domain the set of admissible N-tuples a for which 
a'u# 0 by 
(2.4.3) J(a) = -i(a'u)- 1 ga" :x eia'f- (a' u)- 1 H(a) .. t (a' v,.)(y~ -A,.J. 
The tangent field (2.2.1) now takes the form 
(2.4.4) A,.(x, y) =A,.= L [cx]H((cx)), (~= 1, ... , k) 
Indo:=>< 
and it follows that (1) can be written 
(2.4.5) ) 
' k 
H(a)= -(a'u)-IH(a) L (a'v,.) L [cx]H((cx))+J(a) 
=-(a' u)-l L ~:: vlndo:) i;:;:((cx1, ... , CXN, cx))+J(a). 
rx E .9/ 
Finally, employing the concept of successor, (5) in turn takes the form 
(2.4.6) H(a)= L [b]H(b)+J(a), 
b sue a 
valid for each N-tuple a with a'u+O and each real differentiable vector 
function y. 
The identity (1) in the form (6) is the required recurrence relation. 
Repeated application of this relation to the right side of (4) decomposes 
the tangent field into a linear combination of terms of the form H(a) 
and J(a), where the tuples a belong to a certain recurrence set A. This 
gives a one to one correspondence between the decompositions and the 
recurrence sets A. 
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In describing these computations we take the arbitrary point of view 
that we first determine a suitable recurrence set A and them compute 
the corresponding tangent field decomposition. To summarize in closed 
form the results of such a decomposition appeal is made to an identity 
of Van der Corput. With reference to its use in these investigations this 
identity- stated and proved in the next section- is referred to as the 
fundamental identity. 
2.5 The fundamental identity 
The purpose of this section is to present the following form of the funda-
mental identity. 
Theorem: Let A denote a given recurrence set. For each a= 
= (1Xb ••• , 1XN) E A the identity 
(2.5.1) 
holds, where the two sums extend over all tuples b satisfying b ~a and 
belonging to CIA and AO respectively. 
Proof: Let the largest of the gener~tion numbers of the tuples bE A 
satisfying b~a be denoted by P. Clearly P-N=D~O. The proof is by 
induction on D. 
If D = 0 then the tuple a is the only tuple b ~a belonging to A so that 
according to (2.3.6) the tuple a E CIA. The right hand side of (1) then 
consists of but one term H(a). This establishes (1) in the case D=O. 
Assume that D ~ 1 and as an induction hypothesis assume that the 
identity ( 1) holds for those tuples a E A for which the corresponding 
difference P-N ~D-1. 
It follows from the induction hypothesis that (1) holds for each successor 
d of a. Hence 
(2.5.2) bl bl H(d)= 1 d;H(b) + L d;J(b). 
d;;;;bellA • d;;;;beA' • 
Since D~ 1 it follows that a E Ao, in view of (2.3.7), hence we may 
write according to (2.4.6) 
(2.5.3) H(a) = 1 [d]H(d) +J(a). 
dsuc a 
A substitution of (2) into (3) yields 
( 2.5.4) bl bl H(a)= L [d] 1 d;H(b)+ 1 [d] 1 d;J(b) +J(a). 
dsuca d;;;;bellA • dsuca d;;;;beA' • 
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Since a E A0 and d sue a implies that d! = [d]a! we have on the one 
hand that the first sum on the right side of (4) equals 
! b:H(b) 
a;;;i;b&llAa. 
while on the other hand that the last two terms on the right side of ( 4) 
equal 
! b:J(b). 
a;;;i;b&A0 a. 
This completes the proof of the fundamental identity. 
2.6 The decomposition theorem 
In this section a formalization of the results of the tangent field decom-
position corresponding to a given recurrence set A is developed as an 
application of the fundamental identity. 
The following theorem presents the particular summarization that we 
are interested in. 
Theorem: Corresponding to a given recurrence set A and each real 
differentiable vector function y there exists a decomposition of the tangent 
field A of the form 
(2.6.1) A(x, y)=P'(x, y)+Q'(x, y)+R'(x, y)+T'(x, y) 
where the components of the four vector functions on the right side are 
defined below by (3), (4), (5), and (6) respectively. 
Proof: Substituting (2.5.1) with a= (ex) into (2.4.4) we obtain (noting 
that ex!= [ex]) that 
A,.(x,y)= ! { ! b!H(b)+ ! b!J(b)}, (x=1, ... ,k) 
IX Ed (<>) ;:;i; bEllA (<>) ;:;i; bEA0 
lnd .. ~ .. 
This in turn simplifies to 
(2.6.2} A,.(x,y)= ! a!H(a)+ ! a!J(a) (x=1, ... ,k) 
a&JlA a&A0 
ind a~x lnd a~>< 
In the right side of (2) we distinguish four types of terms as follows. 
Definition: A term H(a) with 
k 
Ja'ul + ! Ja'v,.J =0 
X=l 
is called a P' -type term while H(a) with 
k 
Ja'uJ+! Ja'v,.i';60 
><=1 
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is called a Q'-type term. A term J(a), as defined in (2.4.3), is a sum of 
two terms. The first term is called an R' -type term; the second a T' -type 
term. 
Finally we express the right side of (2) as the sum of the following four 
functions which are linear combinations respectively of these four types 
of terms. 
(2.6.3) P~(x, y) = _2 a! ga"(x, y) eia'w 
where the sum is extended over tuples a E oA with ind a= u and 
k 
la'ul + .2 la'v"l = 0; 
><~1 
(2.6.4) Q~(x, y) = _2 a! ga"(x, y) eia'tlx.vl 
where the sum is extended over tuples a E oA with ind a= u and 
k 
la'ul + .2 la'v"l # 0; 
><~1 
(2.6.5) R~(x, y) = _2 _ ia! (a'u)-1 ga"(x, y) :x eia'flx.vl 
where the sum extends over tuples a E A o with ind a= u; and 
k 
(2.6.6) T,.'(x, y) = _2 -a!(a'u)-1 H(a) _2 (a'v,.) (y,.'- A,.) 
><~1 
where the sum extends over tuples a E A o with ind a= u. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
2. 7 Formulation of condition of total variation 
In this and the next section conditions are formulated which are useful 
in estimating upper bounds for the order of magnitude of certain integrals 
of R'(x, y(x)) and Q'(x, y(x)). 
We consider two intervals of integration, namely I= (x0 , x) and 
I= (x, =), x~xo, and measure the upperbound for the corresponding 
integrals with a k-dimensional vector function z(x) ~ 0 defined on (xo, = ). 
In this context we employ the interval I= (x0 , x) if and only if 
z"(x)~l(u=l, ... , k) 
for sufficiently large x and the interval I= (x, =) if and only if 
z(x) --l>- 0 as x --l>- =· 
Definition: The condition of total variation is said to hold with 
upper bound z(x) with respect to a real continuously differentiable vector 
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function y(x) if for each tuple a EAO with ind a=u the total variation 
of rj""(x, y(x)) in the interval I is Oz,.(x) (u= l, · ... , k). 
The following lemma from advanced calculus is employed. 
2.7.1 Lemma: If a continuous function G(t) has in an interval (a, b) 
a finite total variation V and if a function F(t) is integrable from a 
to x for each x in (a, b) such that the inequality 
"' I J F(t)dtl ~M for a<x<b 
a 
holds for suitably chosen M then the following integral exists and satisfies 
b 
I J G(t) F(t)dtl ~cVM, 
a 
where c denotes a suitably chosen constant; the interval limit a may 
be - oo and the limit b may be + oo. 
2. 7.2 Theorem: If the condition of total variation holds with upper 
bound z(x) with respect to a real continuously differentiable vector 
function y(x) the following integral exists and satisfies 
(2.7.3) J R'(t, y(t)) dt=O z(x) 
I 
Proof: We apply the Lemma (2.7.1) to the product 
(2.7.4) ga"(t, y(t)) eia'f(t.y(tll; a E AO, ind a="· 
Let F(t) =dfdt eia'f(t,y(t», G(t) =ga"(t, y(t)) and I= (a, b). The condition of 
total variation yields that V =0 z,.(x) and moreover we may take M = 2. 
We conclude with the lemma that the following integral exists and satisfies 
(2.7.5) j { ga"(t, y(t)) :t eia'f(t.ll(tll} dt= Oz,.(x). 
According to the definition (2.6.5) each component R,.'(t, y(t)) of .the 
integrand in (3) is a linear combination of functions of the form (4). It 
follows from (5) that (3) holds. This completes the proof. 
2.7.6 Lemma:· Let real valued functions F(x) and G(x) be defined 
and have bounded total variation on I. With respect to I let the absolute 
values of the least upper bounds of F(x) and G(x) be denoted by FB and 
GB and the total variations by Fv and Gv respectively. Then it follows 
(2.7.7) (FG)v~F~v+GBFv 
Proof: If the numbers in the partition 
(2.7.8) 
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lie within the interval I then 
IF(xn+l) G(xn+l)- F(xn) G(xn)l ;:£; IF(xn+I)IIG(xn+l) -G(xn)l 
+ IG(xn)IIF(xn+l)- F(xn)l ;:£; FBIG(xn+l) -G(xn)l +GBIF(xn+l) -F(xn)l. 
Hence 
n-1 
(2.7.9) 2 I F(xn+l) G(xn+l)- F(xn) G(xn) I ;:£; F BGv +GBFv. 
h-1 . 
Since the right side of (9) is independent of the partition (8) it follows 
that the total variation (FG)v satisfies (7) as required. 
The following theorem is useful in identifying requirements sufficient 
to guarantee that the condition of total variation holds. 
2.7.10 Theorem: The total variation of gan(t, y(t)), (a= (1XI, .•. , iXN), 
ind a=u), in I is 0 z,.(x) if the total variation of g!X~'(t, y(t)) (h= 1, ... , N) 
in I is 0 z,.(x). 
Proof: We prove the theorem as an induction on N. For N = 1 the 
conclusion follows from the hypothesis. Suppose N ~ 2 and assume as 
an induction hypothesis that the total variation of gbn(t, y(t)) where 
a sue b is, in J, 0 z,.(x). By hypothesis g!XnN (t, y(t)) =0 z,.(x) in I. 
We apply Lemma 2.7.6 with F=g~(t, y(t)) and G=giX~(t, y(t)): Since 
each factor function tends to zero as X tends to infinity the respective 
upper bounds FB and GB exist independent of the interval. Moreover, 
as indicated above, Fv and Gv are both 0 z,.(x). Hence (7) yields that 
g~ =0 z,.(x) as required. 
2.8 Formulation of condition of absolute integrability 
· Definition·: The condition of absolute integrability is said to hold 
with upper bound z(x) with respect to a real continuously differentiable 
vector function y(x) if for each tuple a with 
(2.8.1) 
k 
a E CIA, ind a=u, la'ul + 2 a'vn=FO 
h-l 
the following integral exists and satisfies 
(2.8.2) f lga"(t,y(t))l dt=Oz,.(x). 
I 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the condition 
of absolute integrability. 
2.8.3 Theorem: If the condition of absolute integrability holds with 
upper bound z(x) with respect to a real continuously differentiable vector 
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function y(x) the following integral exists and satisfies 
(2.8.4) S Q(t, y(t)) dt=O z(x). 
I 
If both the conditions of total variation and absolute integrability are 
said to hold in a given problem they are assumed to hold with respect 
to the same interval I. 
The use of these conditions is illustrated in Chapter 6. 
Notice that the condition of absolute integrability is a condition jointly 
on the parameters u;. and V;. of the linear functions 
/;.(x, y) =u;.x+v;.y+w, (A= 1, ... , l), 
and the factor functions. We discuss this situation briefly m terms of 
a concept of compatibility of the linear functions. 
Definition: The functions /;.(x, y), (A.= 1, ... , l), are said to be com-
patible if 
! ! I {3~U;.=0= > I {3~V;.= 0 
J-1 J-1 
for every set of l integers {31', ... , {3z'. 
The functions are certainly compatible if the coefficients u;., (A= 1, ... , l), 
are rationally independent. By rationally independent we mean that it 
is impossible to find l integers {31', ... , {3z' not all zero such that 
If the functions are compatible then each inner product {3' f is either 
equal to a constant or equal to a linear function of x and y1, ... , Yk with 
the property that {3' u ~ 0. If {3' f is a constant then gf3" eif3't is a P' -type 
term. If {3' f is not a constant then gf3" eif3'1 is a Q' -type term with {3' u ~ 0. 
Each such Q' -type term can be further decomposed by application of 
the recurrence relation (2.4.6). Going on repeatedly in this manner the 
degree (as a product of powers of factor functions) of the function g13" 
in each remaining Q' -type term can be made arbitrarily high. Thus the 
remaining Q' -type terms themselves have very small magnitudes for 
large values of x. 
On the other hand if the linear functions /;. are not compatible then 
in the process of decomposing the tangent field Q' -type terms may occur 
for which {3' f is a non-constant function but for which {3' u = 0. These 
terms cannot be further decomposed since the recurrence relation (2.4.6) 
is not applicable. It follows in this event that the components of Q'(x, y) 
itself cannot in general be made of a smaller order of magnitude than 
the Q' -type terms of such type that they contain. 
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2.9 Functional relations with error terms 
Let the tangent field of a differential system y' = A(x, y) possess a 
decomposition (2.6.1). Suppose that here the conditions of total variation 
and absolute integrability hold with upper bound z(x) with respect to 
a given solution y(x) of the system. 
It follows that this solution satisfies the functional relation with error 
term 
(2.9.1) y(x)= J P'(t, y(t))dt+F+O z(x), 
I 
where r denotes a suitably chosen constant. 
Here the vector integral is related to an average value of the solution 
y(x) while the oscillation due to the exponentials has been relegated to 
an error term 0 z(x). If (1) relates to the interval I =(x, =)then the error 
term tends to zero as x tends to infinity. 
As an illustration consider the differential equation 
where U;. i= 0, V;. and W;. (A= 1, 2) denote real parameters. 
The tangent field may be written 
In order to write (2) in the form 
(2.9.3) y'(x)= I [a:J rr" ei«'t 
IX E.fil 
we use an indexing set d comprised of four quadlets, say, {1, y, b, e defined 
by the table following. 
<X ind <X [<X] a:' a:" 
~~ 1 ! (1, 0) (1, 0) (2.9.4) 1 ! ( -1, 0) (1, 0) 1 1 (0, 1) (0, 1) 2 1 ! (0, -1) (0, 1) 
In ( 3) g and I denote the vector functions 
g= (g~, g2) and I= (/1, l2). 
Assume that the functions /1 and lz are compatible. In this case a 
Q~ctype term may always be further decomposed if desired . 
. We consider a tangent field decomposition corresponding to a recurrence 
set A comprised of the first 2M generations of admissible tuples con-
structed starting from the elements <X of the indexing set d. Namely 
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all the admissible tuples so constructed have generation numbers ~2M. 
Define A 0 to be the set of tuples a= (1X1, ... , IXN) E A for which both 
·N <2M and a'u¥0. 
It follows that bA is the set of tuples a E A for which 
N=2M andfor a'u=O. 
Observe that if a'= (1X1' + ... +IXN') = (0, 0) then N is an even integer; 
while if a"=(1X1"+ .. . +IXN") then a"=(Nl, N2) where N1;;;;.o, N2;;;;.o are 
integers with N1 +N2=N. These observations follow immediately from 
the table ( 4). 
The decomposition (2.6.1) then yields for each solution y of (2) that 
(2.9.5) 
Here 
(2.9.6) 
A(x, y) = P' (x, y) + Q' (x, y) + R' (x, y). 
P'(x, y)= z a! ga" eia'w= 
aE'IlA 
a'u=O 
where the coefficients An1n2 denote known functions of the coefficients 
a! e'ia'w; 
Q'(x, y)= z a! ga" eia'f= O(giM +g~M) 
aE'IlA 
a'u*O 
since a E bA and a' u ¥ 0 implies that N =2M; and 
(2.9.8) R'(x, y) = z -ia! (a'u)-1 ga" !:.._ eia't. 
aEA' dx 
If both the conditions of total variation and absolute integrability 
hold with upper bound z(x) with respect to a real solution y(x) of the 
equation (2) then this solution satisfies the following functional relation 
with error term of the form ( 1 ).. 
(2.9.9) y(x)= z 
l!,.h, :;;;o 
l;;;;h,+h,;;;;M 
"' Ah,h, J gih•(t, y(t)) g~·(t, y(t)) dt+ r + Oz(x), 
... 
where r denotes a suitably chosen constant depending on x0 and the 
choice of the solution y; while the coefficients An1n2 are independent of 
x0 and the choice of the solution. 
If the functions /1 and /2 had been incompatible then in the process 
of tangent field decomposition Q' -type terms could have appeared which 
would not be decomposable. If this event occurred before the condition 
of absolute integrability had been satisfied with upper bound z(x) then 
the error term in (9) would have been correspondingly less sharp. Other-
wise the results would remain unchanged. 
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For future reference we enumerate the corresponding conclusions for 
the equation 
(2.9.10) y'(x)=g(x, y) cos (ux+vy+w), 
where u*O, v and w denote real parameters. 
Since in this case l = 1 the condition of compatibility is automatically 
satisfied. The indexing set may be taken to be a={f3, y} defined by the 
table 
(3 
y 
ind <X 
1 
1 
[<X] 
t 
t 
,x' 
1 
-1 
<X" 
1 
1 
Consider a recurrence set A comprised of the first 2M generations of 
admissible tuples constructed from d. Define AO as the set of tuples 
a= (,x1, ... , <XN) E A for which both N <2M and a'* 0 hold. It follows 
that bA is composed of tuples a E A for which N =2M and/or a'= 0. 
The decomposition (2.6.1) then yields for each solution y of (10) that 
A(x, y)=P'(x, y)+Q'(x, y)+R'(x, y) 
where 
M 
(2.9.11) P'(x, y)= 2 a! ga" = L Ahg2h; 
aellA h~l 
a'=O 
(2.9.12) Q'(x,y)= 2 a!ga"eia't=Og2M; 
1 aellA 
a'::FO 
and 
(2.9.13) R'(x, y)= 2 -ia! (a'u)-1 ga" !:_eia't. 
aeA' dx 
Again, if the conditions of total variation and absolute integrability 
hold with upper bound z(x) with respect to a real solution y(x) of the 
equation (10) then that solution satisfies the following relation. 
M ro 
(2.9.14} y(x) = L Ah I g2h(t, y(t)) dt + r + 0 z(x) 
h~l "'• 
where An (h= 1, .. . , M) and Tare to be interpreted in the manner stated 
for (9). 
In general, knowledge about the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
a given system is considerably enhanced once these solutions are known 
to satisfy functional relations with error terms of the type (1). 
These functional relations and related concepts form the basis for 
treating questions of solution uniqueness in Chapter 3 and solution 
existence in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 touches briefly on the problem of 
solving functional relations of the form (1) and thus to obtain order 
relations for the solutions of the related differential system. 
(To be continued) 
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